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INTRODUCTION

TROPHY OTT Back-End System is a high-tech, based on know-how, cost-effective solution. In 
particular, it helps OTT providers take full advantage of back-end equipment & SW.

Over-the-top content (OTT) is a term used in broadcasting and technology business reporting to refer 
to audio, video, and other media transmitted via the Internet without an operator of multiple cable or 
direct-broadcast satellite television systems (so-called ) controlling or distributing the content.

Hardware and software can be divided into two main groups.

Front-end and back-end are the terms of software engineering, which are distinguished according to 
the principle of shared responsibility between the external representation and internal implementation, 
respectively. Front-end is interaction between the user interface and the basic software and hardware 
(back-end). Front-end and back-end can be distributed between one or more systems.
The software architecture can be many levels between the hardware and the end user, each of which 
may also have a front-end and back-end. Front-end is an abstraction that provides a user interface. 
Front-End (or client side) is any user-controlled component, and the Back-End is performed on the 
server.

INTRODUCTION
1

BACK-END

FRONT-END
(user interface)
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BACK-END SYSTEM
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OTT BACK-END SYSTEM

H.264 TRANSCODING OTT BACK-END is the most convinient and versatile for IPTV&OTT 
solution.

The advantages of the equipment:

      Almost all the major BACK-END components are based on the Linux software. For example, 
the streamers and transcoding servers are, in the long run, are Linux computers. From this fact 
derives the main advantage of the BACK-END, namely the fact that due to the constant improvement 
of the software we allow all our customers to respond quickly to the demands of time.
  BACK-END intra-protocol of control and data transmission protocol are Ethernet. This 
determines the high degree of integration with the existing equipment and determines minimum cost 
of a components.
  Using the most advanced mathematical compression methods allows you to broadcast the 
quality video at a speed of about 0,8 Mbps for SD channels and about 2 Mbps for HD.  channels. 
This advantage is very important for Internet broadcasters.
  The BACK-END is the part of a complete system of commercial broadcasting, which the 
TROPHY company offers its customers.         
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DVB-S2 to IP STREAMERS

The device receives two DVB-
S/S2 signals, descrambling CAS 
serv ices  and t ransmi t  a  
Transport Streams (up to five 
services, not more then 25Mb for 
each port) to IP outputs. There 
are manage and complete 
information about the state of the 
STREAMER  by WEB - interface 
of the HEADEND.  

The device receives two DVB-
S/S2 signals, descrambling CAS 
services and transmits a 
Transport Streams (up to five 
services, not more then 15Mb for 
each port) to IP output. There are 
m a n a g e  a n d  c o m p l e t e  
information about the state of the 
STREAMER  by WEB - interface 
of  HEADEND.  The  device  is  
equipped  with  a  two  SMART-
card  readers  and two CI-slots.  

 

DB-800-CI 
TWO CHANNEL

 RECEIVER
TWIN DB-800 
RECEIVER

 Al l  changes to  the  
RECEIVER setting are made 
throgh FTP client using FAR 
M A N A G E R  a n d  T O TA L  
COMMANDER. To do this, go to 
the DSC-01 server from the 
network or by connection a 
monitor and keyboard. 

 Going to the RECEIVER 
via FTP:

Login:        root
Password: dreambox

Find the desired file and press 
<F4>. 
Don’t forget to save <F2> after 
making changes.

The device receives DVB-S/S2 
signal, descrambling CAS 
serv ices  and t ransmi t  a  
Transport Streams (up to five 
services, not more then 25Mb) to 
IP output. There are manage and 
complete information about the 
state of the STREAMER  by 
WEB -  i n te r face  o f  the  
HEADEND.  

DB-100 
RECEIVER
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DVB-S2
to IP

streamer

IP address

DB-100

10.10.10.231

Options:

Input frequency

Input signal level

S/N

Input impedance

Demodulation

Input symbol rate

FEC              QPSK
                      8PSK

Operation temp.

Supply voltage

Interfaces

Input interface

Control interface

Input connector

Output connector

950...2150 MHz

-65...-25 dBm

Not less than 8 dB

75 Ohm

QPSK/8PSK

1...45 Msymb/sec (QPSK)
1...37 Msymb/sec (8PSK)

1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, 7,8
1/2, 3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 7/8, 8/9, 9/10

 
 

0°C...32°C

+12V/2A (DB-100&DB-800); 
230VAC/0,8A (DB-800CI)

Ethernet 100BaseT

Ethernet 100BaseT

F-connector

RJ45
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   DVB-S2 to IP STREAMER and BISS encryption

Keys file use for this situation. 

Keys file is placed in a folder with the setting of the OSCAM: /etc/tuxbox/config
Nane of the file is oscam.keys. We enter into this file the needed keys.

For example, keys for BISS decryption has format:

F <SID of channel><Video PID of channel> 00 <key>

F <SID of channel ><Video PID of channel> 01 <key>

Channel SID and Video PID you can see here:  http://www.lyngsat.com

For example, for TET channel (4.8°E) (http://www.lyngsat.com/astra4a.html)

SID-VPID => 6110 and 6111 (in decimal system)

You need to convert these numbers into HEX system: 6110 & 6111 DEC => 17DE & 17DF HEX

Thus, you should write into file:

F 17DE17DF 00 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

F 17DE17DF 01 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
You should wrine official BISS key instead.

If you’ll write 1FFF instead "Video PID of channel", it will be right.
For example:
 
F 17DE1FFF 01 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
 
F 19781979 00 1A1A1A001A1A1A00 ;1 auto ua (4.8E)

F 19781979 01 1A1A1A001A1A1A00 ;1 auto ua (4.8E)

F 00011FFF 00 CBA987FB654321C9 ; TV Canaria tonytr 2008-05-14 02:06:36

F 00011FFF 01 CBA987FB654321C9 ; TV Canaria tonytr 2008-05-14 02:06:36

F 17ED1FFF 00 1A2B3C814D5E6F1A ; 1+1 International ricky 2011-06-11 22:30:09

F 17ED1FFF 01 1A2B3C814D5E6F1A ; 1+1 International ricky 2011-06-11 22:30:09

F 17e817e9 00 0902190063230600 ;2+2

DVB-S2 to IP Streamers
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         TWIN DB-800 RECEIVER  and  conditional access cards

You enter into directory /usr/bin and you must to edit streamts.sh scrypt.
You must comment out ( # symbol) the lines:

#!/bin/sh
if [ ! -e /var/keys ] ; then
    ln -s /etc/keys /var/keys
fi
killall camd3
killall oscam
killall streamts
sleep 3
#/usr/bin/camd3
/usr/bin/oscam -b
sleep 2
/usr/bin/streamts
#/var/bin/fbiss,
#/usr/bin/oscam -b

And you must to remove the comment in line: 
/var/bin/camd3 
or you must to add the line, if line is not.
Save the file.
It are files into /var/keys directory:

     camd3.config
BOXTYPE=4
HTTP_PORT=9080
HTTP_ADMIN=admin
HTTP_PASSWORD=camd3
DESCR_DELAY=500
SLOT=/dev/sci0:2:1:1:1:999:slotunten:password3 # server
    
    camd3.filter
0500:023700:FFFF:FFFF:1:1

    camd3.ignore
0500:020710:FFFF:FFFF
0500:040600:FFFF:FFFF
0500:030600:FFFF:FFFF
    
    camd3.servers
#cs357x://dm1:dm1:SERVICES=/var/keys/camd3.filter@10.10.10.100:20248 #client

    camd3.users
dm1:dm1:SERVICES=/var/keys/camd3.filter

This is example for camd3 configuration for local encryption of the services and for keys distribution 
on the network. Distribution conducted using filtering of non-23700 idents. Client configuration 
differs only in the absence of # symbol into the first position of the camd3.servers file. You can see IP 
address of receiver (10.10.10.100, conditional access card is inserted),where camd3 is launched 

DVB-S2 to IP Streamers
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Stream 0x11 "Dreambox 224"
                   |                 Name of the stream (used for logging only)
                 SID of programs from the satellite.

Remap 0x300              base PID for program PID remaping.

      DubIP 239.1.1.6 eth3 11111
                                     This  parameter is used for multicast or unicast  IP broadcast organization
        239.1.1.6               multicast group or unicast address
        eth3                       in the case of  multicast,  the output  interface  through which IP  traffic is 
         sent
        11111                    destination port
      
      DubTTL 16 TTL      applies in the case of multicast  broadcasting
      
      </ Tuner>                end of section 
<Output>
    id 0          Number of output
#                                                

OutAddr 192.168.1.200 222
#                                     Destination address and port
    
    PacketSize 380
#                                     Packet size

</ Output>

<Tuner>
      Dreambox224
      TunerIP 10.10.10.223
      ServerIP 10.10.10.11
      Freq 12242 27500 3
      LNB 10600
      LNBI 1
<service>
      stream 0x283D BBC
      Remap 0x310
      Out 1
      encrypt 1
</service>

<service>
      stream 0x283E ITV
      Remap 0x330
      Out 1
      encrypt 2
</service>
</Tuner>

DVB-S2 to IP Streamers
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         Monitoring of the STREAMERS

Go to the Billing server address: 10.10.10.254

Login: aj
Password: aj

We recommend to replace the name and password to confidential.

Open the "Channels / streams" and  MONITOR menu item.

You can see the  IP-address table and receivers current state, namely

 

DVB-S2 to IP Streamers
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LOCK                SAT signal LOCK indicate.  
   GREEN is LOCK on, 
   RED is LOCK off, 
   GREY. Receiver  is not available for monitoring.

UE                           (UNLOCK ERRORS)  Amount of signal loss since the last power-up.      

DEM                    (DISCONTINUOUS ERROR of MULTIPLEXER)  Loss of signal at multiplexer   
   input.

DET    (DISCONTINUOUS ERROR of TUNER)   Loss  of  signal at  receiver  output.  
   Thus, if there is a difference between the DEM and DET values,  you need to 
   look for problems in the HEADEND Ethernet network.

SEF      Data sinchronization errors into receiver. If it is not zero receiver is   defective.

SID    (SERVICE ID) – Satellite channel SID 

RATE    Bit  rate  of the service.  The  table  also  indicates  the  total  service  rate  of 
   transponder. 

NAME                      Name of channel (display on subscriber receiver).

OUT                         DSC-01 Ethernet output numder (0…4).

REMAP                   Service PID on the Headend output.

F                              Found or not in the satellite signal  the SID from configuration file   
   (Y- yes, N- no).

ENCRYPT                Free or not free signal on the Headend output.

LEVEL                      Satellite signal level on the receiver input  (% or dBm).

SNR                          Signal to noice rate at the receiver input.

DVB-S2 to IP Streamers
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H.264 Transcoder

H.264 TRANSCODER

H.264 TRANSCODER is professional multi-channel transcoding solution, whitch provides powerful 
transcoding capability with lowest latency. It has full support of commonly used media formats today, 
such as G.7xx, MP2/3, AMR, AAC, AC3, H.263(+), H.264(AVC), H.265(HEVC), MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and 
MPEG-4, also including the HTML5 video - VP8/VP9.
H.264 TRANSCODER accepts all kinds of media materials as transcoding sources, pre-recorded media 
files, TV tuner cards and network streams such as HTTP, MMS, RTSP, RTMP (flash video), RTP and 

          FEATURES:

Streaming from HTTP/RTSP/MMS/RTMP URLs
Streaming from Local Media Files & Folders
Streaming from DirectShow Compatible Capture Device
RTMP Stream Pulling & Pushing with Adobe/limelight Authentication
File/Folder Loop Streaming
Streaming on UDP Multicast Address
Fail-safe Streaming

Input Formats Supported

HTTP/HTTPS

MMS over TCP / HTTP tunnelling

RTSP over UDP/TCP

RTMP/RTMPE/RTMPS/RTMPT

RTP (Real-Time Transport Protocol)

MPEG-2 TS over UDP

MPEG-2 TS over HTTP

MPEG-2 TS over RTP NEW

Microsoft DirectShow Compatible Capture Device

USB Webcam

Digital (Video) Camera (firewire cable connected)

PCI-E Video Capture Card

Multimedia File

Audio Files: .pcm/.wav/.mp3/.amr/.wma/.voc/.ogg/

Video Files: .avi/.mpg/.mp4/.mov/.mkv/.wmv/.3gp/

.vob/.flv/.swf/.rm/.rmvb/.webm

Picture Files: .bmp/.jpg/.gif/.png/.tif

Output Formats Supported

RTMP/RTMPE/RTMPS/RTMPT

MPEG-2 TS over UDP

MPEG-2 TS over HTTP

m3u8 Playlist (Apple HTTP Live Streaming)

Native RTP (Real-Time Transport Protocol)

Output Video Resolution

SQCIF (128x96)

QCIF (176x144)

QVGA (320x240)

CIF (352x288)

VGA (640x480)

4CIF (704x576)

SDTV (720x576)

HDTV (1280x720)

Custom/User-specified (H.263+/H.264/MPEG-4)

TROPHY OTT BACK-END SOLUTION
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H.264 Transcoder

Audio Codecs Supported

G.7xx

MP2/MP3

MP4A/AAC

AMR

Ac3

Real Audio

Windows Media Audio

H.264 TRANSCODER provides 
on-demand media file streaming 
as well. It can stream from any 
pre-recorded movie clips on 
your local disk, with transcoding 
on the fly. Any media file type 
with any codec is supported. 
What's more, you can schedule 
stream play list via streaming 
from folder.

F o r  o u t p u t ,  H . 2 6 4  
TRANSCODER supports the 
most popular streaming protocol 
today - RTMP pushing to Adobe 
Flash Media Server, Wowza 
Media Server or Red5 Media 
Server. MPEG-TS outputting in 
constant bit rate (CBR) is 
possible for best compatibility 
with most IPTV STB and other 
devices.

Video Codecs Supported

H.263

H.263+/++ (aka H.263-1998/2000)

H.264/AVC (Baseline/Main/High/High 

10/High 4:2:2/High 4:4:4)

H.265/HEVC NEW

JPEG/MJPEG

MPEG-1 Video

MPEG-2 Video

MPEG-4/Visual

Real Video

Windows Media Video

On2 Vp6

Webm Vp8

Webm VP9

H.264 TRANSCODER gives you full control of video and audio encoding profiles as per your system 
requirements. Video resolution, quality, frame rate and bit rate, you can reshape your video stream fast 
and simple. H.264 TRANSCODER also provides professional video post process functions such as 
logoing, watermarking and subtitle overlay.

TROPHY OTT BACK-END SOLUTION
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H.264 Transcoder

For example, an RTMP live stream URL:
rtmp://192.168.0.1:1935/live/stream
And an Adobe FMS HLS stream URL:
rtmp://192.168.0.1:1935/livepkgr/livestream?adbe-live-event=liveevent
If RTMP authentication is required, please open Format Advanced -> RTMP Config and enter 
confidentials there. (See RTMP Config in Advanced Settings below)

          To output stream in MPEG-TS over UDP format
Please enter UDP address (IP:Port) of the destination (receiver), for example udp://192.168.0.1:1234 
(unicast), orudp://224.0.0.1:1234 (multicast).

          To output stream in MPEG-TS over HTTP format.
Please configure HTTP Port in Global Settings first. The 
default port number is 8888. Change it if necessary and make 
sure the port is not occupied by any other applications on 
your machine. Restarting program is required once HTTP 
P o r t  c h a n g e s .
Target URL is not required to enter in this case.  The output 
URL is fixed to
http://<Local IP>:<HTTP Port>/ipvt_<channel#>, for 
examplehttp://192.168.1.1:8888/ipvt_001.  The URL  can 
then be used  to  feed  to  streaming  servers, or to be 
played in streaming players like VLC. Remember IP 
127.0.0.1 is just for demonstration, you can use ALL IP 
addresses bound to the machine as <Local IP> in the URL 
to access the output stream.

          To output stream in m3u8 playlist (Apple HTTP Live Streaming) format
Please understand IPVTL DOES NOT output Apple HLS directly. Instead it outputs stream in mpeg-ts 
segment files and .m3u8 playlist file on your local disk. To broadcast .ts files on the fly you need web 
server like Nginx, Apache or Microsoft IIS.
The default output file name is C:\stream.m3u8 and the default .ts files generated will be named as 
C:\stream1.ts, C:\stream2.ts, ... You can edit in Target URL and replace them with perferred folder and 
file name.
There are more m3u8 related settings in Format Advanced Settings. You can define ts segment length, 
index rules, etc. Remember if the segment length is very short, like a few seconds, you probably need to 
set video key frame distance to a low level as well.

          To output stream in Native RTP format
You may import and export media attributes through SDP format (See IETF RFC 2327) files by clicking 
Import SDP andExport SDP buttons. That makes configuration much easier. SDP is a universal method 
to describe media streams in RTP format. It is widely used together with other multimedia transporting 
protocols such as SIP and RTSP. Many network stream media players like VLC and QuickTime support 
SDP file playback.
Once you've finished with the settings, click Apply button to validate and save your configuration. You 
can always change transcoding settings by clicking Edit button at a later time. But remember setting 
changes won't make effect to a live channel, until the channel is restarted.

          Start Streaming!

After a new transcoding channel is set up, you may enter some memo about the channel in the list to 
keep it simple to identify. The red light in the last column       indicates the channel is not started yet. Click 
Start button to start transcoding. If everything is OK, the status light will switch to green      , which means 
the channel is running good now.

TROPHY OTT BACK-END SOLUTION
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H.264 Transcoder

           To stream from pre-recorded media file or file folder.
Choose "file" as source type, enter the full path of the file or click 
"...” button to browse for the file. If a file folder instead of a single file is selected, the channel is set to "play 
list" streaming mode. All supported media files in that folder will be streamed in sequence. Play list 
controls like forward/backward is available during real time streaming.

           To stream from Microsoft Windows Media Service.
Choose "mms" (mms http tunnelling) as source type, enter the URL that can be played in Windows 
Media Player, e.g.mms://192.168.0.1/vod/playlist.wsx

           To stream from Real Time Media Service like Helix Server and most IP cameras.
Choose "rtsp" or "rtspt" accordingly and enter the URL that can be played in VLC player. Note RTSP over 
TCP (rtspt)(if supported by the source) is recommended in lossy network environment.
For RTSP source with authentication, please enter username / password in the following format:
rtsp://<username>:<password>@<server_ip>:<port>/stream

           To stream from Flash video sources.
Choose "rtmp" and enter the stream URL in swf player, e.g. rtmp://192.168.0.1/vod/sample, 
rtmp://192.168.0.1/live/stream. Secured RTMP URLs including rtmps, rtmpe, rtspt are also supported.
If RTMP authentication is required, please enter username / password in the following format:
rtmp://<username>:<password>@<server_ip>:<port>/<app>/<stream>

           To stream from MPEG-TS from Dreambox-like DVB-S devices. 
Choose "udp", "rtp" or "http" accordingly, and enter source URL, e.g. 
udp://0.0.0.0:1234 (mpeg-ts over udp unicast)
udp://224.0.0.1:1234 (mpeg-ts over udp multicast)
rtp://224.0.0.1:1234 (mpeg-ts over rtp multicast)
http://192.168.0.1/mpegts (mpeg-ts over http)

          To stream from DirectShow capture devices
Choose "dshow" and click "..." button to enumerate and choose 
your video / audio capture devices available to stream.

          Select Your Media Source

Be sure to make clear your media source type before 
anything. Click New Channelbutton to create a new 
transcoding channel with default settings. In the channel list 
panel, select appropriate streaming protocol and enter the 
URL of the media source.

          Setup Output Stream
First, select target stream format you demand appropriately, 
amongRTMP, MPEG-TS over UDP, MPEG-TS over HTTP, 
m3u8 Playlist (HLS) and Native RTP. Then enter target 
address and modify encoding details if necessary. You can 
change video resolution, frame rate, quality level, encoding 
bit rate and audio sample rate, etc.

           To output stream in RTMP format
Before setting up  RTMP output you need to figure  out  the proper RTMP publish URL first.  Verifying 
the rtmp address using Adobe Flash Media Live Encoder is recommended.
The format of a full RTMP publish URL is usually like:
rtmp://<server domain/ip>:<port>/<app>/<stream name>
<Tip> A Full RTMP publish URL = <FMS URL> + "/" + <Stream> in Adobe  Flash  Media  Live 
Encoder.

TROPHY OTT BACK-END SOLUTION
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H.264 Transcoder

           Advanced Settings

           Source Stream Selection
If you are streaming from Multi Program Transport Stream 
(MPTS), you are able to decide which programs / channels 
in the source stream are to be output. Selection via either 
Program ID or media (video/audio/subtitle) stream ID is 
supported. Remember Program ID starts from 1 and media 
stream ID starts from 0.

          RTMP Config
Flash Version String     Customized identification for publishing client (leave it empty if you are not 
sure)
SWF URL Verify      RTMP stream URL for server verification (leave it empty if you are not sure)                      
Publish Username / Password       Publishing authentication required by RTMP server (Both Adobe 
and Limelight authenticating methods are supported)

          m3u8 Playlist
If you are streaming into m3u8 playlist, you can define 
more details about generated .ts segment file here, 
including segment length, playlist entry size and the rule of 
segment index number.

           Time Shifting
Set time delay and cache file folder for output stream. The input stream will be cached and delayed 
exactly the time you enter before being output. Please make sure there's sufficient disk space for 
cache files.

           H.264 Encoding
Profile & Level    H.264  encoding conformance.       
Please  refer to                                                                       
Threads                
Specify  how  many  threads  are  to   be  used for 
encoding. This  setting   can   be  used to fine tune 
encoding performance.
Encoding Preset     Bigger  value  results in  better  video 
quality, at the cost of higher  cpu utilization.  Choose  
smaller  values  to make output more  smooth on  slow 
machines.  In most cases  this value  should be kept less 
than 5.

           Quality
Output video picture quality value from 1 to 100. The higher the better quality is. An "Original" string 
value indicates the same quality as input. A better quality also results in a higher encoding bit rate. 
Setting both video quality and video bit rate is NOT recommended.

           Bit Rate
Video/Audio encoding bit rate in Kbps. Note that low encoding bit rate also results in low video/audio 
quality. Setting both video bit rate and video quality is NOT recommended.
To setup CBR MPEG-TS output, enter appropriate values for both Bit Rate and Mux Bit Rate. Note that 
Mux Bit Rate must be larger than the actual output video bit rate plus audio bit rate. For example, set 
video bit rate to 800kbps and mux bit rate to 1200kbps.

TROPHY OTT BACK-END SOLUTION
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 NGINX Server

NGINX SERVER

TROPHY OTT BACK-END SOLUTION

NGINX is a WEB server which can also be used as a reverse proxy,  load balancer and HTTP cache. 
Nginx is free and open source software, released under the terms of a BSD-like license.

Features

 NGINX can be deployed to serve dynamic HTTP content on the network using FastCGI, SCGI 
handlers for scripts,  WSGI application servers or  Phusion Passengerv modules, and it can serve as a 
software load balancer. 
 NGINX uses an asynchronous event-driven approach to handling requests. NGINX's modular event-
driven architecture can provide more predictable performance under high loads.

HTTP proxy and Web server features

 Ability to handle  with a low memory footprint (~2.5 MB per 10k inactive)
 Handling of static files, index files and auto-indexing 
 Reverce proxy with caching
 Load balancing with in-band health checks
 Fault tolerance
 TLS/SSL with SNI  and  OCSP stapling support, via OpenSSL.
 FastCGI, SCGI, uWSGI support with caching
 Name- and IP address-based virtual servers
 IPv6-compatible
 HTTP/2 protocol support
 WebSockets and HTTP/1.1 Upgrade (101 Switching protocols) 
 FLV and MP4 streaming
 Web page access authentication
 gzip compression and decompression
 URL rewriting 
 Custom logging with on-the-fly gzip compression
 Concurrent connection limiting
 Request processing rate limiting
 Bandwidth throttling
 Server Side Includes
 IP address-based geolocation
 User tracking
 WebDAV
 XSLT data processing
 Embedded Perl scripting
  WEB application firewall with the Naxsi module
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 NGINX Server

TROPHY OTT BACK-END SOLUTION

Performance vs Apache

NGINX was written with an explicit goal of outperforming the  web server. Out of the box, serving static 
files, NGINX uses dramatically less memory than Apache, and can handle roughly four times more 
requests per second. This performance boost comes at a cost of decreased flexibility, such as the ability 
to override systemwide access settings on a per-file basis (Apache accomplishes this with an .htaccess 
file, while NGINX has no such feature built in). Formerly, adding third party modules to nginx required 
recompiling the application from source with the modules . This was partially overcome in version 1.9.11 
with the addition of dinamic module loading. However, the modules still must be compiled at the same 
time as NGINX, and not all modules are compatible with this system; those require the older static linking 
process. 

HTTP Media Delivery

 F4F – Stream HDS (Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming; filename extensions .f4f, .f4m, .f4x)
 FLV – Stream FLV (Flash Video; filename extension .flv)
 HLS – Stream HLS (Apple HTTP Live Streaming; filename extensions .m3u8, .ts) dynamically 
generated from MP4 or MOV (filename extensions .m4a, .m4v, .mov, .mp4, and .qt)
 MP4 – Stream MP4 (filename extensions .m4a, .m4v, .mp4)
 Streaming of RTMP and DASH is provided by the third-party RTMP module in the NGINX Plus 
Extras package.
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 DSC-01 Server

DSC-01 SERVER

TROPHY OTT BACK-END SOLUTION

DSC-01 server is used for:
 
 receiving on-board Ethernet card  (INPUT) combined data stream from the Ethernet-switch and the formation 
of  the IP transport streams according to EN 300 748 on the Ethernet OUTPUT  (PCI Express Ethernet card). The 
DSC-01 on-board Ethernet card OUTPUT  is formed the flow of traffic (over UDP protocol, the multicast or 
unicast address) of all television programs originating in the INPUT-card;
 control  of the parameters of DB-100, DB-800 or DB-800-CI streamers dvbserver configuration files.

Addresses of  DSC-01 computers  are  10.10.10.21; 10.10.10.22, etc.

Name: root
Password: trophy2008

We recommend to replace the name and password confidential.

manual_devserver_run     � file to custom dvbserver run

netconfig�   network configuration file. In his absence file created by the system when you 
first start and then the network  configuration is taken from the file, for example in the fthinstation.conf.user 
file spelled out as follows:
    
    NET_IP_ADDRESS = 10.10.10.26
    NET_MASK = 255.255.255.0
    NET_GATEWAY = 10.10.10.1
    NET_MAC_ADDRESS = "00:31:32:33:34:35"
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After removing the netconfig file and restarting of  the system will create a new netconfig file as follows:
    
    10.10.10.26 255.255.255.0 001B11793F83 10.10.10.1 00:31:32:33:34:35
    192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0 00195BC08C8D
    192.168.2.1 255.255.255.0 001B11793F84
    192.168.3.1 255.255.255.0 001B11793F8A

This means that the eth0 interface will have an address 10.10.10.26 with 255.255.255.0. mask.
    Default Gateway is 10.10.10.1, MAC address of eth0 will be replaced with 00:31:32:33:34:35.
    MAC address for the replacement must be in the format xx: xx: xx: xx: xx: xx,
 necessarily with a colon.

If  NET_MAC_ADDRESS omitted, then the MAC address replacement  will not be made.  
    Eth1-ethX interfaces are numbered automatically. If there is a need to change their places, you can change 
the address, for example:
    10.10.10.26 255.255.255.0 001B11793F83 10.10.10.1 00:31:32:33:34:35
    192.168.2.1 255.255.255.0 00195BC08C8D
    192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0 001B11793F84
    192.168.3.1 255.255.255.0 001B11793F8A

 This is done to simplify the Ethernet  cards numbering, such as left to right.
    
rc.local� � � additional file for system startup
    
readme.koi8 �� � file you are viewing.
    
services.conf� � � configuration file for dvbserver
    � � � � � If this file is not a dvbserver not start.

thinstation.conf.user�� configuration file 

For example:

    NET_IP_ADDRESS = 10.10.10.26
    NET_MASK = 255.255.255.0
    NET_GATEWAY = 10.10.10.1
    NET_CONFIG_FILE = netconfig!!! no change
    SYSLOG_SERVER = 10.10.10.254

login ts password ts (locally or telnet)
login root password trophy2008 (telnet)

ssh login only rsa keys. How to do it is written here:
http://www.nslu2-linux.org/wiki/HowTo/UseDropBearForRemoteAccess
keys are in the directory. ssh

 DSC-01 Server


